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Abstract

This paper discusses the characteristic of the connection transforma-
tion which maps the Levi-Civita connection into a S-semi-symmetric
metric connection on a Riemannian manifold. Some interesting and
remarkable results are obtained.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that A. Fridmann and J. A. Schouten [5] introduced, in the
early days of 1924, the concept of the semi-symmetric linear connection in a
differential manifold. In 1932, H. A. Hayden [9] has induced the idea of metric
connection with torsion in a Riemannian manifold. Afterwards, K. Yano [20]
considered the semi-symmetric metric connection on a Riemannian manifold.
Then, Gong [8] investigated the projective S-semi-symmetric connection on a
Riemannian manifold in 1987.

The semi-symmetric spaces (Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian, but also
applicable to the affine case) use the definition of “semi-symmetry” by the
formula R(X, Y ) · R = 0, where the dot means the derivation on the tensor
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algebra of vector fields and R means the curvature tensor. In the 70-ies,
N. S. Sinyukov [15] introduced the name “semi-symmetric spaces” for spaces
satisfying the algebraic identity above. Later, a substantial contribution (a
complete ”rough” classification of semi-symmetric Riemannian manifolds) was
published by Zoltan Szabo [16].

For the research of connection transformations, there are, in general, three
main topics as follows. The first fold is to study the existence and char-
acteristics of this class of transformations, such as A. V. Aminova[1] stud-
ied the transformation groups, G. Bercu[2] investigated the existence of the
equal connections, E. Boeckx, O. Kowalski and L. Vanhecke[3] considered the
conullity two manifolds, G. Mǎrgulescu [14] arrived at studied the represen-
tations of affine conformal transformations; The second fold is to study the
various manifolds endowed with special connections, such as S. Fueki and Hi-
roshi Endo [7] investigated contact metric structure with Chern connection,
I. E. Hirica[10] considered the pseudo-symmetric Riemannian spaces, M. M.
Tripathi[17] studied ξ−Ricci-semi-symmetric (κ, μ)−manifolds; The third fold
is to consider some special transformations corresponding to certain posed con-
nections, for instance, P. Venzi[18] studied the celebrated geodesic mapping in
pseudo-Riemannian manifolds, J. V. Kiosak Mikeš and A.Vanžurová[13] also
studied the geodesic mapping in manifolds with affine connections, I. E. Hirica
and L. Nicolescu[11] considered the conformal connections on Lyra manifolds,
Liang[12] investigated the semi-symmetric connection, C. Udrişte and I. E.
Hirică[4] obtained the Family of projective projections on tensors and connec-
tions, and so on. The authors in [6, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] also studied and arrived
at some interesting and remarkable results by using these concepts and the
similar arguments. Recently, the authors even studied the theory of transfor-
mations on Carnot Caratheodory spaces, and also obtained some interesting
results [26].

On the other hand, P. Venzi [18], A. G. Walker [19] and Gong [8] payed
their attention on the research of variety symmetric manifolds in the setting of
projective S-semi-symmetric connections, and arrived at some interesting con-
clusions. In this paper, we consider the S-semi-symmetric metric connection
(defined below), which is difficult and different from the projective S-semi-
symmetric connections, and obtain some interesting and intrinsic characteris-
tics of the S-semi-symmetric metric connections.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we will recall and
give some necessary notations and terminologies. Section 3 is devoted to the
main Theorems and their proofs.
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2 Preliminaries

Let (Mn, g), n = dimM > 3, be a n-dimensional Riemannian manifold, and
∇ be a Levi-Civita connection associated with g. Let χ(M) denote the set of
all the vector fields on M .

Let ∇ be a linear connection on M . The torsion tensor of ∇ is defined by

T (X, Y ) = ∇XY −∇Y X − [X, Y ] (2.1)

Suppose that ∇ satisfies the following condition

T (X, Y ) = ∇XY −∇Y X − [X, Y ] = π(Y )X − π(X)Y, ∀X, Y ∈ χ(M) (2.2)

∇g(X, Y ) = 0 (2.3)

where π is of 1-form on M , and then ∇ is called the semi-symmetric metric
connection on M .

Assume that there exists the local coordinate system in M such that g, ∇,
∇, π have the local expressions, respectively by gji, {h

ji}, Γh
ji, Pi. Then, we

have [12]:
T h

ji = {h
ji} − {h

ij} = δh
j Pi − δh

i Pj (2.4)

Γh
ji = {h

ji} + δh
j Pi − gjiP

h (2.5)

where P h = ghiPi.
From (2.5), it is well known that the curvature tensor, the torsion tensor,

the Ricci curvature tensor, the scalar curvature tensor of ∇ can be given,
respectively, by

R
h

kji = Rh
kji − αjiδ

h
k + αkiδ

h
j − gjiα

h
k + gkiα

h
j (2.6)

where αji = ∇jPi − PjPi + 1
2
gjiPtP t and αh

j = ghtαjt.

T
h

ji = T h
ji + δh

j Pi − δh
i Pj (2.7)

Rji = Rji − (n − 2)αji − αgji (2.8)

R = R − 2(n − 1)α (2.9)

where α = gjiαji = ∇tP
t + 1

2
(n − 2)PtP

t, is called the characteristic tensor

of ∇, Rh
kji, T h

ji, Rji, R are the curvature tensor, the torsion tensor, the Ricci
curvature tensor, the scalar curvature tensor corresponding to ∇, respectively.
We define the Weyl-projective curvature tensor of ∇ as follows

W kjih = Rkjih +
1

n − 1
(Rkigjh − Rjigkh) (2.10)
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From (2.6) and (2.8), by a direct calculations, one arrives at

W kjih = Wkjih + (gkiαjh − gjiαkh) +
1

n − 1
(αkigjh − αjigkh)

− α

n − 1
(gkigjh − gjigkh) (2.11)

where Wkjih is the Weyl-projective curvature tensor of ∇.

The symmetry conditions for a Riemannian manifold are given as follows.

Definition 2.1 Mn is called local-symmetric, if there holds Rp
ijk,l = 0.

Definition 2.2 Mn is called recurrent [19], when Rp
ijk,l = alR

p
ijk, Rp

ijk �= 0.

Definition 2.3 Mn is called an S-manifold [18], when ∇l∇mRhijk = ∇m∇lRhijk.

Where “ , ” denotes the covariant derivatives with respect to ∇.

It is not hard to see by virtue of works [18, 19] that the following implica-
tions hold: localsymmetric → recurrent → S − manifold.

Definition 2.4 Let ∇ be the semi-symmetric metric connection on M , if the
Riemannian curvature tensor of ∇ satisfies:

Rkjih + Rkjhi = 0; Rkjih − Rihkj = 0; Rkjih + Rjikh + Rikjh = 0. (2.12)

Then, ∇ is called a special semi-symmetric metric connection.

Remark 2.1 Substituting (2.6) into (2.12), and using the fact that

Rkjih + Rjikh + Rikjh = 0, Rkjih + Rkjhi = 0, Rkjih − Rihkj = 0

we obtain

gjh(aki − aik) + gkh(aij − aji) + gih(ajk − akj) = 0

By Walker’s Lemma [19], we have aji = aij, by Definition of aij, we know that
Pi is a gradient field.

Definition 2.5 Let ∇ be the semi-symmetric metric connection on M , if the
Riemannian curvature tensor of ∇ satisfies: ∇l∇mRhijk = ∇m∇lRhijk, Then,
∇ is called a S-semi-symmetric metric connection. Furthermore, if Rhijk satis-
fies (2.12), then ∇ is said to be a special S-semi-symmetric metric connection.
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3 Main Theorems and Proofs

Theorem 3.1 Let ∇ be a special S-semi-symmetric metric connection on
(Mn, g). Then, αij = R

n−1
gij or the connection transformation keeps the cur-

vature tensor unchanged.

Proof. By using Definition 2.3 and the Ricci identity, we can derive that

∇λ∇μRkjih−∇μ∇λRkjih = −(R
l

λμkRljih+R
l

λμjRklih+R
l

λμiRkjlh+R
l

λμhRkjil) = 0
(3.1)

Using (2.6), we replace R by R, thus

∇λ∇μRkjih −∇μ∇λRkjih = −Rl
λμkαligjh + Rl

λμkαlhgji − Rμjihαλk

+ Rλjihαμk − Rljihα
l
μgλk − αl

μgλkαligjh

+αl
μgλkαlhgji + Rljihα

l
λgμk + αl

λgμkαligjh

−αl
λgμkαlhgji + Rl

λμjαligkh − Rl
λμjαlhgki

−Rkμihαλj + Rkλihαμj − Rklihα
l
μgλj

+αl
μgλjαligkh − αl

μgλjαlhgki + Rklihα
l
λgμj

−αl
λgμjαligkh + αl

λgμjαlhgki − Rl
λμiαklgjh

+Rl
λμiαjlgkh − Rkjμhαλi + Rkjλhαμi

+Rkjlhα
l
λgμi + αl

λgμiαklgjh − αl
λgμiαjlgkh

−Rkjlhα
l
μgλi − αl

μgλiαklgjh + αl
μgλiαjlgkh

−Rl
λμhαjlgki + Rl

λμhαklgji − Rkjiμαλh

+Rkjiλαμh − Rkjilα
l
μgλh − αl

μgλhαjlgki

+αl
μgλhαklgji + Rkjilα

l
λgμh + αl

λgμhαjlgki

−αl
λgμhαklgji

Multiplying the above equation by gkh we get

∇λ∇μRji −∇μ∇λRji = (n − 2)Rl
λμiαjl + (n − 2)Rl

λμjαil + (n − 2)αl
μαligλj

+(n − 2)αl
μgλiαjl − (n − 2)αl

λgμjαli − (n − 2)αl
λgμiαjl

+2Rl
λμkα

k
l gji + 2Rkjiλα

k
μ + 2αl

μαλlgji − 2αl
λαμlgji

−Rjiλkα
k
μ + αμjRλi − αλiRjμ + αμiRjλ − αλjRμi

+αl
λgμiRlj − αl

μgλiRjl − Rliα
l
μgλj + Rliα

l
λgμj

Contracting the above identity by gij and using the fact that ∇λ∇μR −
∇μ∇λR = 0, we obtain

Rl
λμkα

k
l +

1

2(n − 1)
Rkλα

k
μ = αμkα

k
λ − αλkα

k
μ.
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We continue to contract this equation with gλμ, and then obtain that

Rλμα
λμ = 0

This implies that R = 0 or α = 0. �

Remark 3.1 When α = 0, by the definition of αij, we have ∇jPi − PjPi +
1
2
gjiPtP

t = 0. The integrability condition of the above equation can be written
as −PsR

s
ijk = 0. Contracting with gik we get PsR = 0. Then Ps = 0 or R = 0,

Consequently the connection transformation is trivial or (Mn, g) is a special
Einstein manifold with respect to ∇, i.e. Rij = 0.

On the other hand, (2.7) entails T
h

ji = Γ
h

ji − Γ
h

ij = 2δh
j Pi − 2δh

i Pj, where

T
h

ji is the torsion of ∇. So we get

P i = 2Pi,∇jP i = 2∇jPi = 2(∇jPi − PiPj + gijPsP
s).

The integrability condition of ∇jPi − PjPi + 1
2
gjiPtP

t = 0 is also the integra-

bility condition of ∇jPi − 1
4
gijP tP

t
= 0, and it can be written as −P sR

s

ijk =
1
8
P sP

s
(gkiP j − gijP k). Contracting this formula with gik, we have

1

8
P sP

s
(n − 1)P j = P sR

s

j .

Then, P j(
n−1

8
‖P j‖ − R) = 0, so P j = 0 or R = n−1

8
‖P j‖. Consequently

the connection transformation is trivial or (Mn, g) is a manifold of constant
curvature with respect to ∇. Then, we have the connection transformation
takes a special Einstein space to a space of constant curvature.

Theorem 3.2 Let ∇ be a special S-semi-symmetric metric connection on
(Mn, g). Then there must have one of the following three cases:
(i) the connection transformation preserves the Weyl-projective curvature ten-
sor;
(ii) the connection transformation preserves the Riemannian curvature tensor;
(iii) αij = R

n−1
gij.

Proof By virtue of Theorem 3.1 and [12], it is noe hard to show that
Theorem 3.2 is tenable. �

Remark 3.2 In 1991, X. Liang [12] proved that ∇ has the same Weyl-projective
curvature tensor as Levi-Civita if and only if the characteristic tensor of ∇ is
proportional to gji. But he did not consider the characteristics of a Riemannian
manifold associated with αij is proportional to gji. In other words, Theorem 3.1
and Theorem 3.2 can be regarded as an existence of the corresponding results
posed in [12, 18].
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As a fine application, we now consider a special kind of S-manifolds, the re-
current manifold, and then we have the following

Theorem 3.3 There dose not exists a non-trivial connection transformation
on Riemannian manifold (Mn, g), which maps the Levi-Civita connection ∇
into a special semi-symmetric metric connection ∇ such that Mn is ∇- recur-
rent but not of constant curvature.

Proof We introduce the tensor B, defined by BP
ijk := Rp

ijk − 2 R
n−1

(δh
kgji −

δh
j gki), we have Bp

ijk = R
p

ijk, ghpB
p
ijk = Bhijk = −Bihjk.

Bp
ijk|l = alB

p
ijk (3.2)

where al is the recurrence vector of ∇, and ”|” denote the covariant derivatives
with respect to ∇. From (2.5) and (3.2), we have

alB
p
ijk = Bp

ijk|l = Bh
ijk,l−2Bp

ijkP
l−BlijkP

p +gilB
p
hjkP

h +gjlB
p
ihkP

h +gklB
h
ijhP

h

From the skew-symmetry, we get

P h(−Blijkgqh + Bqhjkgil − Blqjkgih + Bihjkgql) = 0.

Contracting with gql, one can arrive at (n + 2)P hBhijk = 0. Therefore B =
0, that is (Mn, g) is a manifold of constant curvature or P h = 0, i.e. the
connection transformation is trivial. This ends the proof of Theorem 3.3. �

In the next, we consider the so-called harmonic manifold (Mn, g), which is
of a Riemannian manifold satisfying

Rs
i,sl = Rs

i,ls (3.3)

For the harmonic manifold, one can arrive at the following theorem

Theorem 3.4 Let (Mn, g) be a harmonic manifold and ∇ be a special S-semi-
symmetric metric connection on (Mn, g). Then, the connection transformation
preserves the curvature tensor or (Mn, g) is of an Einstein manifold.

Proof By Theorem 3.1, when α = 0, the connection transformation pre-
serves the curvature tensor, thus we can restrict on the case αij = Δgij with
Δ = R

n−1
.

In this case, since (Mn, g) is ∇ – S manifold, and from the Ricci identity

∇l∇mRhijk −∇m∇lRhijk = −(R
s

hlmRsijk + R
s

ilmRhsjk + R
s

jlmRhisk

+R
s

klmRhijs) = 0 (3.4)
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Using (2.6), we replace R by R, then multiplying the equation by gkm and
noting the fact that αij = Δgij , we can arrive at

gkm(Rhijk,lm − Rhijk,ml) = Δ(−Rhilmδm
j + RS

ilmδm
s ghj − Rs

iljghs

−2Rhijkδ
k
l + Rhljkδ

k
i + Δδk

i glkghj + Rilghj

−Δgilghj − Rhsjlδ
s
i − Δgslδ

s
i ghj

+Rhsjiδ
s
l + Δgsiδ

s
l ghj − Δδs

l ghsgij

+Δδs
l ghjgsi − Rs

jlmδm
s ghi − Rjlghi

+Rs
jlighs − Δδk

l gikghj − Δglighj

+Rhilkδ
k
j − Δδjkglkghi − Δgjlghi

−Rhislδ
s
j − Δghjgil + Rhisjδ

s
l

−Δδs
l gsjghi − Δδs

l gsjghi + Δδs
l gijghs

−Rs
l gsjghi + Rhlgij − Rljghi + Rs

l gijghs

+Δglhgij + Δδk
l ghkgij

−αRhijl + αgljghi − αgijghl

+αghiglj − αghlgij + Rhisjδ
s
l

+Δghlgij + Δδs
l gijghs − nRhisjδ

s
l

+nΔδs
l gsjghi − nΔghlgij + nΔδs

l gsjghi

−nΔδs
l gijghs + Rhilmδjm + Rhsljδ

s
i

−Rhsliδ
s
j − Rs

ijkδ
k
s ghl + Δgsjδi

sghl

−Δgsiδ
s
jghl + Rs

ijlghs − Rijghl)

Contracting the above equation with ghj, we obtain

gkm(Rik,lm − Rik,ml) = Δ[(n − α)Rij − 2nΔgij ]

By assumption we get

Δ[(n − α)Rij − 2nΔgij ] = 0

Therefore, Δ = 0 or Rij = 2nΔ
n−α

gij, i.e. (Mn, g) is an Einstein manifold.
This ends the proof of Theorem 3.4. �

Remark 3.3 In the second case, Rij = 2nΔ
n−α

gij. The integrability condition of

αij = Δgij is −PsR
s

ijk = 1
2
gikPjPtp

t − 1
2
gijPkPtP

t + ΔgikPj − ΔgijPk. Con-

tracting this formula with gik, we get PjR = 1
2
(n−1)Pj‖Pj‖+(n−1)ΔPj , i.e.

Pj(R− 1
2
(n−1)‖Pj‖− (n−1)Δ), so Pj = 0 or R = n−1

2
‖Pj‖+(n−1)Δ. Con-

sequently, we obtain that the connection transformation is trivial or (Mn, g) is
of constant curvatures w.r.t. ∇, thus this connection transformation turns an
Einstein space into a space of constant curvatures.
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